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Application of Two Generic Availability Allocation Methods to a Real Life Example BOUISSOU M., BRIZEC C. Électricité de France, DER, France Abstract This paper gives two availability allocation methods, which were devised as a synthesis of more than 20 methods found in scientific literature. It shows some of the properties of these two methods, on simple systems. It also gives the general conclusions about the advantages and drawbacks of these methods, that we were able to derive from a real study, on a complex system.



1. Introduction Electricité de France is currently carrying out a project called CIDEM [1] with the objective of integrating availability, operating feedback, and maintenance in the design of future power plants. The work reported in the present paper was carried out to evaluate the feasability of the application of availability allocation methods to complex systems of a nuclear power plant. Such systems comprise more than 100 components, with redundancies, multiple failure modes, common mode failures... The main part of the paper is devoted to the presentation of the result of a synthesis [2] of classical availability and reliability allocation methods: this synthesis led us to propose only two generic methods, as representatives of more than 20 methods registered in a recent bibliographical review. Then we briefly present the difficulties we had to overcome when we applied those two generic methods to a real system: the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) of a nuclear power plant. Finally, we discuss the advantages and drawbacks of the two methods, in terms of computational effort, precision, volume and quality of the required data.



2. Definitions and scope Availability allocation (or apportionment) is the fact of assigning objectives to the availability of parts, subsystems, components (in the following, we will always employ the last word) ... of a system, such that the availability of the whole system meets a given requirement. The same definition could apparently be used with words like reliability or maintainability instead of availability. However, one should notice that in many



situations, such a definition would not make any sense. This is due to the fact that allocation on the quantity X obviously needs a means to compute the quantity X for the system as a function of the quantity X of the components. This condition can be fulfilled relatively easily for availability by means, for example, of a fault-tree model. For reliability, it is seldom possible. The reliability of a system can be expressed as a function of the reliability of its components in two cases only:



R = ∏R



i - the system is a series system: - the system is made of non-repairable components. In this case, the reliability of a component is equal to its availability, and the problem is exactly the same as availability allocation.



This is why many of the so-called "reliability allocation methods", actually deal with availability, just like the methods we are going to give. In fact, the methods we describe deal with availability in the most general case: it can be availability at a given time t, or steady-state availability. It can be for a repairable or a non-repairable system. This means that they can also be used for reliability allocation in the case of non-repairable systems.



3. Theoretical presentation of our two methods A careful bibliographical review, performed in 1992 [3], [4], showed that in spite of their apparent diversity, the conventional allocation methods can be classified into two categories only: - the first category is based on weighing factors, which, most of the time, take into account the structure of the system, or the elements' availabilities, or both. - the second one assumes that the global cost of the system is a known function of the availabilities of the components. Then, the allocation consists in finding the availabilities which minimize this cost, under the constraint corresponding to the global availability goal. We have proposed a new method of the first category, which implements a synthesis of several methods. According to the choice of a parameter, this method can progressively be modified from a method based solely on the field experience, to another one, which gives preference to the structure of the system, therefore trying to avoid the existence of any weak point. We have also proposed a method of the second category, formulating it in a way as general as possible, and giving justifications for the choices we have made. Both methods have the remarkable property of being applicable to any structure of system, through a model (usually a fault-tree) which relates the global availability of the system to the components' availabilities. In the following, this function will be denoted: Q(q*i ).



3.1. Method 1 : using weighing factors This method allocates unavailability in proportion to the unavailability determined from operating feedback (which is chosen as the factor that best sums up factors such as complexity, harshness of the environment...) and in inverse proportion to a certain measurement of importance, calculated on the basis of the Vesely-Fussel importance factor. Most fault-tree processing tools are able to compute those factors. Formally, the Vesely-Fussel importance factor of a component, is the following conditional probability:



VFi = p(failure of cpt i / failure of the system)



Q(qi ) and Vesely-Fussel importance factors can be calculated, using operating feedback data qi on components as close as possible to that in the function Q. The allocation factor associated to component i is then defined by:



Ki =



qi C + VFi



where:



qi = VFi = C=



unavailability of a component similar to the "i"th component, determined after analysis of operating feedback, Vesely-Fussel importance factor for component i (0≤VFi≤1) a positive constant which makes it possible to "proportion" the degree to which VF factors are taken into account.



When the C constant is too great, it masks the effect of VFi (≤1), which amounts to simply taking account of unavailability as determined from operating feedback. On the contrary, when this constant is much the same as the smallest VFi values, allocation takes account of the VFi values, and therefore of the position of the components, and makes a tradeoff between operating feedback and the ideal system, where the most (qualitatively) important components are the most available. In the particular case of a series system, the two extreme choices for the constant (0 and a very large value) correspond to application of the Equal Allocation Technique and the Arinc Allocation Method respectively, these being among the most commonly used methods. The unavailabilities to be allocated to the components in accordance with an overall system unavailability objective, designated Q*, are then deduced: q*i = mKiQ* , i=1, ...,n where: m is a multiplication constant (determined in practice by iterative resolution) such that Q(q*1,...,q*n) = Q*. It can easily be demonstrated that m exists and is unique, provided Q* 
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